Lock America B700C Series brass padlocks feature:
- Hardened steel shackle
- Five pin, five depth pin tumbler mechanism
- Over 1,400 usable key combinations*
- Double locking heel and toe mechanism
- Heavy duty solid brass body to resist rust and corrosion

* What’s a usable key combination?
A key can be cut only to a certain depth before the key will be thin enough to break, and usually pins can be cut to no more than six different depths. Many combinations of cut, such as all five or six pins to the same depth, or the maximum gap from cut to cut, are too easy to pick or hard to engineer. The mathematical number of combinations (multiplying the number of pins by the number of cuts) is always much higher than the practical or “usable” number of key combinations.

Watch for NEW Package Coming Soon

Packaged Resale Lock America Brass Padlocks

B750C-D2
(2” • 50mm)

B740C-D2
(1-1/2” • 40mm)

B745C-D2
(1-3/4” • 45mm)

New contemporary retail package now with UPC codes!